o< -bs » i1+ j -1+ p * 0, then H is a segment of the well known generalized Hubert matrix, and in this case formulas for c" have been given by Savage and Lukacs [4] , Smith [6] and
Collar [1] . For These authors make use, in most cases, of the formula for the determinant [5] II (ay -ak)(h -bj)
or require the evaluation of certain involved series. The formulas of Collar and Smith are extended here to the general case (1). The method to be used does not depend on (4) but simply on Lagrange 's interpolation formula. Indeed (4) comes out as a by-product of formula (17) given below.
2. Formula for the inverse. Let (5) A(x) = II(* -*), B(x) = U(x -¿O i i
and denote the fundamental polynomials of the Lagrangian interpolation corresponding to the a, and 6,, respectively, by
where prime denotes differentiation. We then have Thus Cki gives the desired inverse element, that is,
If H is symmetric: a¿ -by = ay -&,■, it follows that S»(ay) = ^¿(&y) and the theorem is proved.
We now obtain a simple formula for the sum of the c,y. This quantity arises in problems of aerodynamics [2] and its simplicity allows it also to be used as a check on some alleged inverse.
Corollary.
(13) X c¿y = X (ak -bk) = s i, 3 k Proof. If we apply (9) to p(x) = B3(x) and set x = bk we obtain that For the special case of the Hubert segment (2), formula (13) gives Smith's [6] formula: s = n(p + n) and for the matrix of (3) An alternate proof of (19) may be obtained, without divided differences, by noting that the left hand side of (19) is the sum of the residues of the function B(x)/A(x)(x -bi) at the a¡. (This, in fact, follows readily from (10).) However for a sufficiently large circle C about the origin in the complex x-plane and for H symmetric we get that
The signs may readily be determined, by induction, by using (6) given the moments of f(x) with respect to the xa' . 4.) If H is real and symmetric and if a, > 6,-, i = 1, 2, • • -, n then it follows from (4) that all the principal minor determinants are positive and H is positive definite. In this case a, > b¡ for all i and j; that is, all the elements of H are positive, since if a¡ < ay, then 0 < a, -6¿ < ay -by. Thus B(a¡) > 0 and, since A(x) has n simple zeros at the a,, A'(ai) alternate in sign. From (8) it then follows that, if a, < ay for i < j then ( -1) 'dj > 0 so that G has the same checkerboard distribution of signs as the inverse of the Hubert segment. From (16) it follows that in this case the a, also alternate in sign and that ( -l),+nay > 0.
Let X and /x denote the smallest and largest eigenvalue of H respectively, and let Mi= min(,a*~feV.Y kjt*i \\ak -a¿|/
